
Everything starts from a dot: Master the orgasmic multiverse

with the new LELO DOT™

LELO DOT™ delivers intuitive strength and intensity to teach us the art of connecting the pleasure
dots in our bodies, thus creating an intricate sensation that is an orgasm. Time and time again.

Despite its simplicity, a single dot represents a fundamental starting point of everything around
us. Additional dots can be added, and the initial dot expanded to enhance things and
experiences. Still, starting from that single dot, the possibilities for where you take it from there are
endless.

Pleasure also starts at a single point, a pleasure centre, when energy radiates throughout the
body. Travelling from the source in the form of energy, it beats on the outer edges of the body
and reverses its path, returning to where it started, thus creating an infinite sequence. Building on
this as an inspiration, LELO created a true first in the world of delights, the DOT™.

Infinite pleasure
LELO DOT™ is a clitoral pinpoint vibrator that, used externally, allows for multiple orgasms. Thanks
to its soft and bendable tip and revolutionary elliptical motion, LELO DOT™ offers climaxing with
unmatched precision. This makes it a perfect companion for exhilarating solo or coupled play,
allowing for a versatile approach to self-pleasure and enabling you to stimulate different
erogenous zones with one device.

LELO DOT™  uses Infinite™  Loop Technology to introduce a revolutionary movement - oscillation
in a figure-eight motion in a constant rhythm. It's ideal for those eager to explore new orgasmic
pathways. Developed by LELO for LELO DOT™, Infinite™ Loop Technology puts a new spin on
your everyday vibrations used by personal massagers. It uses elliptical oscillation to provide a
new kind of stimulation. Its strength and intensity are intuitive – relying on your own applied
pressure according to your body’s needs. A figure-eight motion that moves in a constant rhythm
with astonishing power provides a new type of orgasm that feels much stronger and more
focused on your pleasure points.

How Infinite Loop™ Technology works
Instead of moving in circles like the classical vibrators, LELO DOT™ follows an elliptical trajectory
that allows constant surprises by simply shifting the angle of the toy. It orbits around the
erogenous zone, covering every nerve ending with an elliptical pattern, resulting in a sweeping
release of sensations. Think of the infinity symbol, and now imagine those same curves gently
dotted onto your clitoris in one infinite motion until the climax. This comes from concentrating all

http://www.lelo.com/
http://lelo.com
https://www.lelo.com/lelo-dot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-MetdtKP-U


the power in a bendable soft silicone tip, allowing for a precise and highly focused approach to
self-pleasure.
How to use it
Apply LELO Personal Moisturizer on the very tip of your LELO DOT™ and any surface pleasure
spot you plan on focusing. Think clitoris, nipples, neck - any place that gets your juices flowing.

Once comfortable, turn it on. Switch between the eight powerful pleasure settings. When you're
ready, slowly focus on your clitoris and let the oscillating movements of LELO DOT™ guide you.

Experiment with placing your device in different positions and see which angle suits you the best.
LELO DOT™ delivers intuitive strength and intensity depending on the applied pressure and
angle of use.

LELO DOT™ in a nutshell:

● ABSOLUTE PRECISION. The pinpoint shape lets you meticulously stimulate any erogenous
zone using the soft and bendable tip to steer the oscillations.

● EIGHT POWERFUL PLEASURE  SETTINGS. LELO DOT™ offers eight different vibration patterns,
varying in intensity from a teasing murmur to a satisfying pulse.

● ELLIPTICAL MOVEMENT for a new unique sensation, reinventing orgasms as we know
them.

● EXTRA - SOFT SILICONE that’s extra soft to the touch. LELO’s classic body-safe silicone
design allows for deeply fulfilling and hygienic pleasure.


